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Tiivistelmä-Referat-Abstract
In this thesis we consider the question how does the society choose the decision rule that it uses to make decisions? We consider a voting
situation where a society has to decide on the rule to be used when choosing among two alternatives in the future. The voters do not know their
preferences over the two alternatives with certainty at the time when the decision about the rule is made. One of the alternatives has a status quo
position. We characterize the set of rules that survive if chosen to be used as the decision rules of the society. One property that these rules have
is that they are able to sustain themselves when some other rule is brought up against them. The analysis is related to the set up of Barbera and
Jackson (2004). While they consider finite societies in our set up the economy has an infinite amount of agents. We define a binary dominance
relation over the set of decision rules and determine the von Neumann and Morgenstern stable set of voting rules. It turns out that the stable set
always exists and is unique both in the finite and infinite society's case. However, the stable set is not a singleton. Additionally the stable set
contains the set of self-stable voting rules that is the solution concept used by Barbera and Jackson (2004). Finally we consider the setup where
neither alternative has a status quo position and establish the existence and uniqueness of a stable set.
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